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� Introduction

Causal propagation ��� �	 is useful to analyze a bond graph model� The causal strokes give information about�
e�g�� causal con
icts� derivative causalities and algebraic loops� A switched bond graph ��	 can be seen as
a collection of classical bond graphs� one classical bond graph� that corresponds to a mode of the model�
for each position of the switches� The SCAP Sequential Causal Assignment Procedure� ��	 or MSCAP
Modi�ed Sequential Causal Assignment Procedure� ��	 algorithms can only give causal information from
one such underlying bond graph at a time�

The information that is interesting to extract from a switched bond graph is the same as for a classical
bond graph� but it should cover all modes� A causal propagation algorithm should enable determination
of causal con
icts� and indicate in what modes they appear� Furthermore� modes with derivative causality
and algebraic loops should be detected� Another interesting question is in which parts of the bond graph
causality will remain the same for all modes�

Bicausality was introduced in ��	� In this paper it will be used to catch the double causality of the switch�
The algorithm presented will detect all causal con
ict and all derivative causalities� and also show in what
modes they appear� The parts of the bond graph where the causality is the same in all modes are also found�

All algebraic loops will not be detected with this algorithm� therefore a complementary algorithm for de�
tecting algebraic loops will be presented�

The bicausal propagation algorithm for switched bond graph will not be as closely related to equation
generation as the MSCAP algorithm is for classical bond graphs� For a classical bond graph MSCAP shows
in what order the di�erent variables are calculated in a properly generated mathematical model� This
interpretation does not exist in a switched bond graph causality propagation algorithm� since the algorithm
gives information about all modes�

� Bicausality and bicausality propagation

Consider the bond below� There are two equations connected with this bond�

e� e�

f� f�

e� � e� � � ��

f� � f� � � ��

When using the ordinary causal strokes Equations �� and �� will become assignments�
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However� there are two more assignment alternatives�
e� e�

f� f�

e� �� e� ��

f� �� f� ��

e� e�

f� f�

e� �� e� ��

f� �� f� ��

In the last two �gures the causality is divided into 
ow causality and e�ort causality� Flow causality is
indicated by putting the half stroke on the same side of the energy bond as the half energy arrow� i�e�� the

ow side of the bond� The e�ort causality is indicated by putting the half�stroke on the other side of the
energy bond� With this notation the equations describing the two bonds in the last two �gures are easily
interpreted as Equations �����

In a switched bond graph the interpretation of the bicausality is slightly di�erent from the original inter�
pretation ��	� Here the switch is not an e�ort and 
ow source� it is an e�ort or 
ow source� Sometimes it is
an e�ort source and sometimes it is a 
ow source� depending on which state it is in� A switch element with
propagated causality is shown in Figure ��

Sw

Figure �� The bicausality of a switch�

A causality propagation algorithm for bicausality is similar to the MSCAP algorithm� but e�ort and 
ow
are propagated separately� For standard bond graph elements a full causal stroke is interpreted as two
half�strokes�

There are two causality propagation rules for each junction type� For a ��junction the rules are the following�

�� Exactly one e�ort impinges on a ��junction with N bonds attached�

�� Exactly N � � 
ows impinge on a ��junction with N bonds attached�

For full�stroke causality propagation� these rules become the ordinary causality rules for junctions�

� The bicausal propagation algorithm

Our next issue is to construct a causal propagation algorithm that displays as much information as possible
about all modes in a switched bond graph� The algorithm described in this section focuses on three things�
detecting causality con
icts� detecting derivative causality and detecting parts of the bond graph where the
causality is invariant� Two other interesting phenomena that are not explicit in the algorithm are dependent
storage elements and algebraic loops� The bond graph will� after a completed bicausal algorithm� show all
possible causal paths� particularly a path in an algebraic loop or between two dependent storage elements�
However� the algorithm lacks the property of MSCAP that the phenomena are detected during propagation�

Since algebraic loops are of interest when analyzing bond graphs� and the algorithm below does not explicitly
�nd all algebraic loops� an algorithm for algebraic loop detection is presented in the next section�

The bicausal propagation algorithm consists of the following �ve steps�
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�� Propagation of causality from sources�
Standard MSCAP propagation rules are used� In this step all con
icts� and some derivative causalities
that appear in all modes are detected�

�� Propagation of causality from switches using bicausality�
Causality is propagated twice from the switch� once for each half�stroke in Figure �� The causal
propagation follows the common MSCAP rules� with the propagation rules for junctions described in
Section �� All mode speci�c con
icts are detected� as well as some mode speci�c derivative causalities�

�� Propagation of causality from storage elements�

a� From the elements who have no causal strokes on their corresponding bonds�

b� From the elements who have one non�derivative half�stroke and no derivative half�stroke on their
corresponding bonds�

Derivative causalities that appear in all modes and that are due to connected storage elements are
detected� Together with previously detected derivative causalities� all derivative causalities have been
found�

�� Propagation of causality from resistive elements�

a� From the elements who have one half�stroke on their corresponding bonds�

b� From the elements who have no causal strokes on their corresponding bonds� This indicates an
algebraic loop�

�� There are three more steps to perform to �nd invariant parts of the switched bond graph�

a� Reverse causality paths from switches with con
icting half�strokes to switches�

b� Reverse causality paths from storage elements with derivative causality half�strokes to switches�

c� Reverse causality paths from R�elements with half�strokes to switches�

The propagated half�stroke causalities all come from switches� showing one of the possible causalities
from the switch� By reversing all such causalities� the bond graph is excited� The part of the bond
graph where causality does not change� will then be mode invariant�

Consider for example a storage element� If it has a derivative causality half�stroke� it will for some
mode have this causality� But in all modes where the derivative causality can be avoided� the causality
will change� The causalities of these modes are found by reversing the causality�

Steps �� � and � are illustrated below�

step before after

step �a C C

step �b C C

step �a R R

step �b R R

step �a 0Sw Sw1 0Sw Sw1

step �b 0Sw C1 0Sw C1

step �c 0Sw R1 0Sw R1

� Algebraic loops

In order to detect all algebraic loops we will present an algorithm that uses standard� full�stroke causality�
An algebraic loop occurs when causality is not propagated through the whole bond graph from sources and
storage elements� The way to �nd algebraic loops in a switch bond graph is to make sure that the causality
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of the switches prevents propagation from sources and storage elements as far as possible� This is done by
not assigning causality for the switches� only propagating causality from sources and storage elements� If
there are R�elements without assigned causality after the causality from sources and storage elements are
propagated� there might be a causal path�

The algorithm for detecting algebraic loops is the following�

�� Propagate causality from the sources�

�� Propagate causality from the storage elements�

�� See if there are any pair of R�elements such that

� they have no causality propagated�

� they are connected in the bond graph� and the bonds in the graph between them do not have any
causal strokes�

If the causality of an R�element is determined by sources and storage elements� there can not be any
causal path to another R�element� This is also true if causality is propagated somewhere between the two
R�elements� Then causality of one R�element does not e�ect causality of the other�

Otherwise causality along the path between the two elements can be propagated� and the propagated causal�
ity will determine the causality for some of the switches�

� Examples

A switched bond graph example is shown in Figure � and its mode speci�c bond graphs are shown in Figure ��

�

�
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R� R�

Figure �� A switched bond graph example�

In Figure � we can see that there are two modes where a C�element has derivative causality� and two modes
where there is an algebraic loop between the two R�elements� We will show that both are detected by the
bicausal propagation algorithm� Once again note that all algebraic loops are not detected by the algorithm�
but the one in this example is�

In Figure � the steps in the causal propagation procedure are shown� In the �rst step causality from the
sources is propagated� The next sub��gure shows causality after propagation of bicausality from the switches�
The half�stroke closest to the C��element indicates derivative causality� and by following the corresponding
causal path� the modes where the derivative causality appears can be detected� In this case the causal path
leads to the Sw��element �xed in the E�mode� Hence all modes where the Sw��element is in the E�mode
have derivative causality�

Since there are no elements ful�lling steps �a� �b� or �a we go to step �b�The causal propagation is not
completed at the R�elements� since there is only one half�stroke at their energy bonds� This indicates an
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Figure �� The mode speci�c bond graphs�
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Figure �� The switched bond graph with propagated causality� upper left� after step �� upper right after
step �� lower left after step �� and lower right after step ��
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algebraic loop in some modes� Causal propagation from R� shows where the loop appears� see the third
sub��gure� Once again causal paths show us to what modes the loop appears in� We see from the paths that
Sw� has to be in the F�mode if there is an algebraic loop�

The last sub��gure shows the parts of the bond graph where causality is the same in all modes� To �nd
these parts� causality propagation has to be continued until all causal paths of half�strokes from switches to
storage elements or R�elements are reversed� steps �a� �b and �c in the algorithm� This is done in the fourth
sub��gure� where we can see that the causality of the lower left part of the bond graph� shown in the �gure�
is the same for all modes�

Detecting algebraic loops

We will also show how the algebraic loop detection algorithm works� In the leftmost sub��gure of Figure �
the causality of the sources and storage elements is propagated� We see that the causalities of the two R�
elements are not determined� and that there is a connection between them where causality is not propagated�
Hence there is an algebraic loop between the two elements� In the rightmost sub��gure causality along the
algebraic loop is propagated� The causality strokes at the switches are then determined�

���� ���� SeSe

Sw�

Sw�

Sw�

Sw�

I�I� R�R� R�R�

Figure �� Detection of an algebraic loop�
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